A Report on Promotional Drive by Indian Air Force
Organized at
BITS Edu Campus

Date: 16thSeptember, 2016
Venue:Auditorium-1, BITS Edu Campus, Varnama, Vadodara

Expert Name:
Wing Commander H S Chauhan
Flt Lt. Dihot
Fly Off. Gurjar

A motivational and an inspirational session was conducted at our institute by the Indian Air
Force team held on 16th sept 2016.
The session consisted of two parts:
1.)
2.)

Seminar
Visit at the Indian Air Force bus

First of all the seminar was conducted at the auditorium of the Bits Edu Campus by Wing
Commander H.S.Chauhan. He highlighted the importance of the defence force and air force
then he further explained the ways of getting into the Indian Air Force.

He also told the different ways of joining the Indian Air Force as an officer by giving certain
exams like NDA, CDSE and AFCAT flowing under the particular age groups and medical
procedure of the selection process.

NDA
CDSE
AFCAT

16.5-19.5
19-23
19-26

Then we proceeded to the bus “IPEV”, in which there were models of aircrafts which are in
use in today’s date like Su-30 MKI, Mirage 2000, MIG 29, JAGAUR and many more.
The most fascinating aspect was the simulator of the Sukhoi 30MKI aircraft in which we
were given basic knowledge of cockpit and flying.

Lastly we saw the dress of pilot which was an overall and an ANTI G-SUIT which is used to
push the blood to the brain, while flying at high speed and maneuver at greater G’s.
After this we were given posters, notepads and stickers by the air force personnel which was
a motivational thing to all the defence aspirants.

We also met the two pilots Flt Lt. Dihot and Fly off. Gurjar and cleared our doubts. They also
shared some of their flying experience which boosted up our morals to join the IAF.
Students from other various colleges such as Neo Tech Institute of Technology visited the
campus to be a part of this event.
Indeed it was truly motivational, inspirational and helpful.

We would like to thank the INDIAN AIR FORCE team who have helped students to nurture
a dream.

